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•  All	  materials	  are	  posted	  on	  the	  course	  website:	  
ttic.uchicago.edu/~kgimpel/teaching/31190-s18/index.html 

•  Assignment	  1	  due	  6:00	  pm	  on	  Wed.,	  April	  11th	  
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Roadmap	  
•  words,	  morphology,	  lexical	  semanDcs	  
•  text	  classificaDon	  
•  simple	  neural	  methods	  for	  NLP	  
•  language	  modeling	  and	  word	  embeddings	  
•  recurrent/recursive/convoluDonal	  networks	  in	  NLP	  
•  sequence	  labeling,	  HMMs,	  dynamic	  programming	  
•  syntax	  and	  syntacDc	  parsing	  
•  semanDcs,	  composiDonality,	  semanDc	  parsing	  
•  machine	  translaDon	  and	  other	  NLP	  tasks	  
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Words	  
•  types	  and	  tokens	  
•  morphology	  
•  distribuDonal	  word	  vectors	  
•  word	  sense	  and	  lexical	  semanDcs	  
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CounDng	  Context	  Words	  

aardvark computer data pinch result sugar …
apricot 0 0 0 1 0 1 …
pineapple 0 0 0 1 0 1 …
digital 0 2 1 0 1 0 …
information 0 1 6 0 4 0 …
…

19.1 • WORDS AND VECTORS 3

tors of numbers representing the terms (words) that occur within the collection
(Salton, 1971). In information retrieval these numbers are called the term weight, aterm weight

function of the term’s frequency in the document.
More generally, the term-document matrix X has V rows (one for each word

type in the vocabulary) and D columns (one for each document in the collection).
Each column represents a document. A query is also represented by a vector q of
length |V |. We go about finding the most relevant document to query by finding
the document whose vector is most similar to the query; later in the chapter we’ll
introduce some of the components of this process: the tf-idf term weighting, and the
cosine similarity metric.

But now let’s turn to the insight of vector semantics for representing the meaning
of words. The idea is that we can also represent each word by a vector, now a row
vector representing the counts of the word’s occurrence in each document. Thus
the vectors for fool [37,58,1,5] and clown [5,117,0,0] are more similar to each other
(occurring more in the comedies) while battle [1,1,8,15] and soldier [2,2,12,36] are
more similar to each other (occurring less in the comedies).

More commonly used for vector semantics than this term-document matrix is an
alternative formulation, the term-term matrix, more commonly called the word-term-term

matrix
word matrix oro the term-context matrix, in which the columns are labeled by
words rather than documents. This matrix is thus of dimensionality |V |⇥ |V | and
each cell records the number of times the row (target) word and the column (context)
word co-occur in some context in some training corpus. The context could be the
document, in which case the cell represents the number of times the two words
appear in the same document. It is most common, however, to use smaller contexts,
such as a window around the word, for example of 4 words to the left and 4 words
to the right, in which case the cell represents the number of times (in some training
corpus) the column word occurs in such a ±4 word window around the row word.

For example here are 7-word windows surrounding four sample words from the
Brown corpus (just one example of each word):

sugar, a sliced lemon, a tablespoonful of apricot preserve or jam, a pinch each of,
their enjoyment. Cautiously she sampled her first pineapple and another fruit whose taste she likened

well suited to programming on the digital computer. In finding the optimal R-stage policy from
for the purpose of gathering data and information necessary for the study authorized in the

For each word we collect the counts (from the windows around each occurrence)
of the occurrences of context words. Fig. 17.2 shows a selection from the word-word
co-occurrence matrix computed from the Brown corpus for these four words.

aardvark ... computer data pinch result sugar ...
apricot 0 ... 0 0 1 0 1

pineapple 0 ... 0 0 1 0 1
digital 0 ... 2 1 0 1 0

information 0 ... 1 6 0 4 0
Figure 19.2 Co-occurrence vectors for four words, computed from the Brown corpus,
showing only six of the dimensions (hand-picked for pedagogical purposes). Note that a
real vector would be vastly more sparse.

The shading in Fig. 17.2 makes clear the intuition that the two words apricot
and pineapple are more similar (both pinch and sugar tend to occur in their window)
while digital and information are more similar.

Note that |V |, the length of the vector, is generally the size of the vocabulary,
usually between 10,000 and 50,000 words (using the most frequent words in the

J&M/SLP3	  



Handling	  Sentence	  Boundaries	  

•  pad	  sentences	  with	  <s>	  at	  the	  beginning	  and	  
</s>	  at	  the	  end	  

•  these	  are	  context	  words	  just	  like	  any	  others	  
•  when	  context	  window	  goes	  outside	  the	  
sentence,	  you	  can	  use	  a	  single	  padding	  symbol	  
or	  enough	  to	  fill	  the	  window	  
–  (I	  used	  a	  single	  padding	  symbol	  at	  each	  end)	  
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<s> these symptoms do not imply sickness . </s> 



Cosine	  Similarity	  
•  dot	  product	  divided	  by	  vector	  length	  product	  

•  cosine	  of	  angle	  between	  the	  vectors	  

7	  J&M/SLP3	  

<latexit sha1_base64="jPRDrA9qBcV9e/e+eznhaxaAgYQ=">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</latexit>



Context	  words	  of	  “cooked’’	  with	  largest	  counts	  	  
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123     , 
92      and 
79      the 
71      . 
68      <s> 
66      </s> 
53      in 
39      a 
38      is 
35      of 
30      with 
28      are 
25      to 
23      or 
23      it 
20      ( 
19      be 
15      ) 
14      " 

13      as 
12      for 
12      food 
11      which 
11      that 
11      meat 
11      can 
11      by 
10      when 
9       rice 
9       raw 
9       beef 
7       they 
7       their 
7       on 
7       not 
7       from 
6       leaves 
6       has 



Pointwise	  Mutual	  Informa5on	  (PMI)	  
•  do	  two	  events	  x	  and	  y	  co-‐occur	  more	  o`en	  
than	  if	  they	  were	  independent?	  

	  
•  replace	  raw	  counts	  with	  pmi	  scores	  

9	  

<latexit sha1_base64="ZAwgo7DsdPraOkHsmhA+MqvhjWc=">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</latexit>



Context	  words	  of	  “cooked”	  with	  highest	  PMIs	  

10	  

9.30533 beef 
8.88418 shrimp 
8.63397 potatoes 
8.61946 ate 
8.56584 dishes 
8.50945 eaten 
8.4931  beans 
8.33137 texture 
8.29489 vegetables 
8.25088 soda 
8.20831 meat 
8.15708 sauce 
8.08345 consuming 
7.9532  cuisine 
7.94043 raw 
7.78435 curry 
7.7563  juice 
7.74444 vegetable 

7.66406 chili 
7.56264 rice 
7.56167 soup 
7.45315 flour 
7.43874 steamed 
7.43715 crushed 
7.41193 meals 
7.39793 digest 
7.39175 rockies 
7.34773 ramsay 
7.33211 honey 
7.32253 toxicity 
7.29057 cared 
7.28626 tomatoes 
7.27912 boiling 
7.27769 dal 
7.27485 citrus 
7.25649 doncaster 



How	  should	  we	  evaluate	  word	  vectors?	  

11	  
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WordSim353	  
(Finkelstein	  et	  al.,	  2002)	  

word	  pair	   similarity	  

journey	   voyage	  

king	   queen	  

computer	   so`ware	  

law	   lawyer	  

forest	   graveyard	  

rooster	   voyage	  
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WordSim353	  
(Finkelstein	  et	  al.,	  2002)	  

word	  pair	   similarity	  

journey	   voyage	  

king	   queen	  

computer	   so`ware	  

law	   lawyer	  

forest	   graveyard	  

rooster	   voyage	  

Instruc5ons:	  
	  

Assign	  a	  numerical	  similarity	  score	  between	  0	  and	  10	  
	  	  (0	  =	  words	  are	  totally	  unrelated,	  	  
	  	  10	  =	  words	  are	  VERY	  closely	  related).	  
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WordSim353	  
(Finkelstein	  et	  al.,	  2002)	  

word	  pair	   similarity	  

journey	   voyage	  

king	   queen	  

computer	   so`ware	  

law	   lawyer	  

forest	   graveyard	  

rooster	   voyage	  

Instruc5ons:	  
	  

Assign	  a	  numerical	  similarity	  score	  between	  0	  and	  10	  
	  	  (0	  =	  words	  are	  totally	  unrelated,	  	  
	  	  10	  =	  words	  are	  VERY	  closely	  related).	  
	  

When	  es5ma5ng	  similarity	  of	  antonyms,	  consider	  them	  
"similar”	  (i.e.,	  belonging	  to	  the	  same	  domain	  or	  represenDng	  
features	  of	  the	  same	  concept),	  rather	  than	  "dissimilar".	  
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WordSim353	  
(Finkelstein	  et	  al.,	  2002)	  

word	  pair	   similarity	  

journey	   voyage	   9.3	  

king	   queen	   8.6	  

computer	   so`ware	   8.5	  

law	   lawyer	   8.4	  

forest	   graveyard	   1.9	  

rooster	   voyage	   0.6	  
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SimLex-‐999	  
(Hill	  et	  al.,	  2014)	  

word	  pair	   similarity	  

insane	   crazy	   9.6	  

ajorney	   lawyer	   9.4	  

author	   creator	   8.0	  

diet	   apple	   1.2	  

new	   ancient	   0.2	  

measures	  paraphras5c	  similarity:	  
	  

two	  words	  are	  “similar”	  if	  they	  have	  similar	  meanings	  



•  there	  are	  many	  word	  similarity	  datasets	  
•  some	  focus	  on	  topical	  relatedness,	  others	  
focus	  on	  similarity	  in	  meaning	  

•  in	  assignment	  1,	  you	  will	  evaluate	  your	  word	  
vectors	  using	  MEN	  (relatedness)	  and	  
SimLex-‐999	  (meaning)	  

17	  



EvaluaDon	  Metrics	  for	  Word	  Similarity	  
•  Spearman	  rank	  correlaDon	  coefficient	  
•  measures	  correlaDon	  between	  two	  variables:	  
–  variable	  1:	  human-‐annotated	  similariDes	  for	  word	  pairs	  
–  variable	  2:	  cosine	  similariDes	  computed	  with	  your	  word	  
vectors	  for	  the	  same	  word	  pairs	  

18	  Wikipedia	  



Sparse	  versus	  dense	  vectors	  

•  so	  far,	  our	  vectors	  are	  
–  long	  (length	  =	  25,000)	  
–  sparse	  (mostly	  zero)	  

•  why	  might	  we	  want	  to	  reduce	  vector	  dimensionality?	  

19	  



Why	  reduce	  dimensionality?	  

•  short	  vectors	  may	  be	  easier	  to	  use	  as	  features	  
(fewer	  weights	  to	  tune)	  

•  reducing	  dimensionality	  may	  bejer	  handle	  
variability	  in	  natural	  language	  due	  to	  synonymy:	  
–  car	  and	  automobile	  are	  synonyms,	  but	  are	  disDnct	  
dimensions	  

–  fails	  to	  capture	  similarity	  between	  a	  word	  with	  car	  as	  a	  
neighbor	  and	  one	  with	  automobile	  as	  a	  neighbor	  

20	  J&M/SLP3	  



Dimensionality	  ReducDon:	  IntuiDon	  

•  approximate	  an	  N-‐dimensional	  dataset	  using	  
fewer	  dimensions:	  
–  rotate	  axes	  into	  a	  new	  space	  
–  in	  which	  first	  dimension	  captures	  most	  variance	  in	  
original	  dataset	  

•  many	  such	  (related)	  methods:	  
– principal	  component	  analysis	  (PCA)	  
–  factor	  analysis	  
– singular	  value	  decomposiDon	  (SVD)	  

21	  J&M/SLP3	  
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PCA dimension 1

PCA dimension 2

Dimensionality	  reducDon	  
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SVD	  embeddings	  versus	  sparse	  vectors	  

•  dense	  SVD	  embeddings	  someDmes	  work	  bejer	  than	  
sparse	  PMI	  vectors	  at	  tasks	  (like	  word	  similarity)	  
–  denoising:	  low-‐order	  dimensions	  may	  represent	  unimportant	  
informaDon	  

–  truncaDon	  may	  help	  the	  models	  generalize	  bejer	  to	  unseen	  data	  
–  smaller	  number	  of	  dimensions	  may	  make	  it	  easier	  for	  classifiers	  to	  
effecDvely	  assign	  weights	  to	  dimensions	  for	  the	  task	  

–  dense	  models	  may	  do	  bejer	  at	  capturing	  higher	  order	  co-‐
occurrence	  

23	  J&M/SLP3	  



Words	  
•  types	  and	  tokens	  
•  morphology	  
•  distribuDonal	  word	  vectors	  
•  word	  sense	  and	  lexical	  semanDcs	  
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Word	  Sense	  Ambiguity	  
•  many	  words	  have	  mulDple	  meanings	  

25	  



Word	  Sense	  Ambiguity	  

26	  

credit:	  A.	  Zwicky	  



Word	  Sense	  Ambiguity	  

27	  

credit:	  A.	  Zwicky	  



Terminology:	  lemma	  and	  wordform	  

•  lemma	  
– words	  with	  same	  lemma	  have	  same	  stem,	  part	  of	  
speech,	  rough	  semanDcs	  

•  wordform	  
–  inflected	  word	  as	  it	  appears	  in	  text	  

wordform	   lemma	  
banks	   bank	  
sung	   sing	  

duermes	   dormir	  

J&M/SLP3	  



Lemmas	  have	  senses	  

•  one	  lemma	  bank	  can	  have	  many	  meanings:	  
…a	  bank1	  can	  hold	  the	  investments	  in	  a	  custodial	  account	  
…as	  agriculture	  burgeons	  on	  the	  east	  bank2	  the	  river	  will	  
shrink	  even	  more	  

•  sense	  (or	  word	  sense)	  
–  a	  discrete	  representaDon	  of	  an	  aspect	  of	  a	  word’s	  meaning	  

•  the	  lemma	  bank	  here	  has	  two	  senses	  

sense	  1:	  

sense	  2:	  

J&M/SLP3	  



•  two	  ways	  to	  categorize	  the	  pajerns	  of	  
mulDple	  meanings	  of	  words:	  
– homonymy:	  the	  mulDple	  meanings	  are	  unrelated	  
(coincidental?)	  

– polysemy:	  the	  mulDple	  meanings	  are	  related	  

30	  



Homonymy	  

homonyms:	  words	  that	  share	  a	  form	  but	  have	  
unrelated,	  disDnct	  meanings:	  
–  bank1:	  financial	  insDtuDon	  	  	  	  	  bank2:	  	  sloping	  land	  
–  bat1:	  club	  for	  hiqng	  a	  ball	  	  	  	  	  	  bat2:	  	  nocturnal	  flying	  mammal	  

homographs:	  same	  spelling,	  different	  meanings	  
	  bank/bank,	  bat/bat	  

homophones:	  same	  pronunciaDon,	  different	  meanings	  
write/right,	  piece/peace	  

J&M/SLP3	  



Homonymy	  causes	  problems	  for	  NLP	  

•  informaDon	  retrieval	  
–  query:	  bat	  care	  

•  machine	  translaDon	  
–  bat:	  	  murciélago	  (animal)	  or	  bate	  (for	  baseball)	  

•  text-‐to-‐speech	  
–  bass	  (stringed	  instrument)	  vs.	  bass	  (fish)	  

J&M/SLP3	  



Polysemy	  
1:	  The	  bank	  was	  constructed	  in	  1875	  out	  of	  local	  red	  brick.	  
2:	  I	  withdrew	  the	  money	  from	  the	  bank.	  
•  are	  these	  the	  same	  sense?	  
–  sense	  2:	  “a	  financial	  insDtuDon”	  
–  sense	  1:	  “the	  building	  belonging	  to	  a	  financial	  insDtuDon”	  

•  a	  polysemous	  word	  has	  related	  meanings	  
–  most	  non-‐rare	  words	  have	  mulDple	  related	  meanings	  

J&M/SLP3	  



Homonymy	  or	  Polysemy?	  

an	  edge	  tool	  with	  a	  heavy	  
bladed	  head	  mounted	  

across	  a	  handle	  

a	  fixed	  reference	  line	  for	  
the	  measurement	  of	  

coordinates	  

34	  

axes	  



Homonymy	  or	  Polysemy?	  

an	  edge	  tool	  with	  a	  heavy	  
bladed	  head	  mounted	  

across	  a	  handle	  

a	  fixed	  reference	  line	  for	  
the	  measurement	  of	  

coordinates	  

35	  
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Homonymy	  or	  Polysemy?	  

an	  imaginary	  line	  about	  
which	  a	  body	  rotates	  

a	  fixed	  reference	  line	  for	  the	  
measurement	  of	  coordinates	  
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Homonymy	  or	  Polysemy?	  

an	  imaginary	  line	  about	  
which	  a	  body	  rotates	  

a	  fixed	  reference	  line	  for	  the	  
measurement	  of	  coordinates	  

37	  
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Homonymy	  or	  Polysemy?	  

in	  an	  inacDve	  or	  inoperaDve	  
state	  

being	  or	  moving	  lower	  in	  
posiDon	  or	  less	  in	  some	  value	  

38	  
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Homonymy	  or	  Polysemy?	  

in	  an	  inacDve	  or	  inoperaDve	  
state	  

being	  or	  moving	  lower	  in	  
posiDon	  or	  less	  in	  some	  value	  
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Homonymy	  or	  Polysemy?	  

so`	  fine	  feathers	  
	  

being	  or	  moving	  lower	  in	  
posiDon	  or	  less	  in	  some	  value	  

40	  
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Homonymy	  or	  Polysemy?	  

so`	  fine	  feathers	  
	  

being	  or	  moving	  lower	  in	  
posiDon	  or	  less	  in	  some	  value	  
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Homonymy	  or	  Polysemy?	  

in	  an	  inacDve	  or	  
inoperaDve	  state	  

	  

being	  or	  moving	  
lower	  in	  posiDon	  or	  
less	  in	  some	  value	  

	  

unhappy	  

42	  
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•  lots	  of	  types	  of	  polysemy	  are	  systemaDc	  
– school,	  university,	  hospital	  
– all	  can	  mean	  the	  insDtuDon	  or	  the	  building	  

•  a	  systemaDc	  relaDonship:	  
– building	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  organizaEon	  

•  other	  such	  kinds	  of	  systemaDc	  polysemy:	  	  
Author	  (Jane	  Austen	  wrote	  Emma)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Works	  of	  Author	  (I	  love	  Jane	  Austen)	  
Tree	  (Plums	  have	  beauDful	  blossoms)	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  	  Fruit	  (I	  ate	  a	  preserved	  plum)	  

Metonymy	  or	  SystemaDc	  Polysemy:	  	  
A	  systemaDc	  relaDonship	  between	  senses	  

J&M/SLP3	  



How	  do	  we	  know	  when	  a	  word	  has	  more	  than	  one	  sense?	  

•  “zeugma”	  test:	  two	  senses	  of	  serve?	  
– Which	  flights	  serve	  breakfast?	  
– Does	  LuMhansa	  serve	  Philadelphia?	  
– ?Does	  LuMhansa	  serve	  breakfast	  and	  
Philadelphia?	  

•  since	  this	  conjuncDon	  sounds	  weird,	  we	  say	  
that	  these	  are	  two	  different	  senses	  of	  serve	  

J&M/SLP3	  



Synonyms	  
•  words	  with	  same	  meaning	  in	  some	  or	  all	  
contexts:	  
– filbert	  /	  hazelnut	  
– couch	  /	  sofa	  
– big	  /	  large	  
– water	  /	  H20	  

•  two	  lexemes	  are	  synonyms	  if	  they	  can	  be	  
subsDtuted	  for	  each	  other	  in	  all	  situaDons	  

J&M/SLP3	  



Synonyms	  
•  few	  (or	  no)	  examples	  of	  perfect	  synonymy	  
– even	  if	  many	  aspects	  of	  meaning	  are	  idenDcal	  
– sDll	  may	  not	  preserve	  the	  acceptability	  based	  on	  
noDons	  of	  politeness,	  slang,	  register,	  genre,	  etc.	  

•  examples:	  
– water	  /	  H20	  
– big	  /	  large	  
– brave	  /	  courageous	  

J&M/SLP3	  



Synonymy	  is	  a	  relaDon	  	  
between	  senses	  rather	  than	  words	  

•  consider	  the	  words	  big	  and	  large	  
•  are	  they	  synonyms?	  

–  How	  big	  is	  that	  plane?	  
–  Would	  I	  be	  flying	  on	  a	  large	  or	  small	  plane?	  

•  how	  about	  here:	  
–  Miss	  Nelson	  became	  a	  kind	  of	  big	  sister	  to	  Benjamin.	  
–  ?Miss	  Nelson	  became	  a	  kind	  of	  large	  sister	  to	  Benjamin.	  

•  why?	  
–  big	  has	  a	  sense	  that	  means	  being	  older	  or	  grown	  up	  
–  large	  lacks	  this	  sense	  
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Antonyms	  

•  senses	  that	  are	  opposites	  with	  respect	  to	  one	  feature	  of	  
meaning	  

•  otherwise,	  they	  are	  very	  similar!	  
dark/light	  	  	  short/long	  	  	  	  	  fast/slow	  	  	  	  rise/fall	  
hot/cold	  	  	  	  	  up/down	  	  	  	  in/out	  

•  more	  formally,	  antonyms	  can	  
–  define	  a	  binary	  opposiDon	  or	  be	  at	  opposite	  ends	  of	  a	  scale	  

•  long/short,	  fast/slow	  
–  be	  reversives:	  

•  rise/fall,	  up/down	  
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Hyponymy	  and	  Hypernymy	  
•  one	  sense	  is	  a	  hyponym	  of	  another	  if	  the	  first	  
sense	  is	  more	  specific,	  denoDng	  a	  subclass	  of	  
the	  other	  
– car	  is	  a	  hyponym	  of	  vehicle	  
– mango	  is	  a	  hyponym	  of	  fruit	  

•  conversely:	  hypernym	  (“hyper	  is	  super”)	  
– vehicle	  is	  a	  hypernym	  of	  car	  
–  fruit	  is	  a	  hypernym	  of	  mango	  
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Meronymy/Holonymy	  
•  part-‐whole	  relaDon	  
– wheel	  is	  a	  meronym	  of	  car	  
– car	  is	  a	  holonym	  of	  wheel	  
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WordNet	  3.0	  
•  hierarchically	  organized	  lexical	  database	  
•  on-‐line	  thesaurus	  +	  aspects	  of	  a	  dicDonary	  
– some	  languages	  available	  or	  under	  development:	  
Arabic,	  Finnish,	  German,	  Portuguese…	  

Category	   Unique	  Strings	  
Noun	   117,798	  
Verb	   11,529	  

AdjecDve	   22,479	  
Adverb	   4,481	  
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Senses	  of	  bass	  in	  WordNet	  
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How	  is	  “sense”	  defined	  in	  WordNet?	  

•  	  synset	  (synonym	  set):	  set	  of	  near-‐synonyms;	  
instanDates	  a	  sense	  or	  concept,	  with	  a	  gloss	  

•  example:	  chump	  as	  a	  noun	  with	  gloss:	  
“a	  person	  who	  is	  gullible	  and	  easy	  to	  take	  advantage	  of”	  

•  this	  sense	  of	  chump	  is	  shared	  by	  9	  words:	  
chump1,	  fool2,	  gull1,	  mark9,	  patsy1,	  fall	  guy1,	  sucker1,	  soM	  touch1,	  mug2	  

•  each	  of	  these	  senses	  have	  this	  same	  gloss	  
–  (not	  every	  sense;	  sense	  2	  of	  gull	  is	  the	  aquaDc	  bird)	  
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•  one	  form,	  mulDple	  meanings	  à	  split	  form	  
–  the	  three	  senses	  of	  fool	  belong	  to	  different	  synsets	  	  

•  mulDple	  forms,	  one	  meaning	  à	  merge	  forms	  
–  each	  synset	  contains	  senses	  of	  several	  different	  words	  	  
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WordNet	  Hypernym	  Hierarchy	  for	  bass	  
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Supersenses:	  top	  level	  hypernyms	  in	  hierarchy	  
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	  	  	  (counts	  from	  Schneider	  &	  Smith’s	  Streusel	  corpus)	  

Noun Verb

GROUP 1469 place STATIVE 2922 is
PERSON 1202 people COGNITION 1093 know
ARTIFACT 971 car COMMUNIC.∗ 974 recommend
COGNITION 771 way SOCIAL 944 use
FOOD 766 food MOTION 602 go
ACT 700 service POSSESSION 309 pay
LOCATION 638 area CHANGE 274 fix
TIME 530 day EMOTION 249 love
EVENT 431 experience PERCEPTION 143 see
COMMUNIC.∗ 417 review CONSUMPTION 93 have
POSSESSION 339 price BODY 82 get. . . done
ATTRIBUTE 205 quality CREATION 64 cook
QUANTITY 102 amount CONTACT 46 put
ANIMAL 88 dog COMPETITION 11 win
BODY 87 hair WEATHER 0 —
STATE 56 pain all 15 VSSTs 7806
NATURAL OBJ. 54 flower
RELATION 35 portion N/A (see §3.2)
SUBSTANCE 34 oil `a 1191 have
FEELING 34 discomfort ` 821 anyone
PROCESS 28 process `j 54 fried
MOTIVE 25 reason
PHENOMENON 23 result ∗COMMUNIC.

is short for
COMMUNICATION

SHAPE 6 square
PLANT 5 tree
OTHER 2 stuff
all 26 NSSTs 9018

Table 1: Summary of noun and verb supersense cate-
gories. Each entry shows the label along with the count
and most frequent lexical item in the STREUSLE corpus.

enrich the MWE annotations of the CMWE corpus1

(Schneider et al., 2014b), are publicly released under
the name STREUSLE.2 This includes new guidelines
for verb supersense annotation. Our open-source
tagger, implemented in Python, is available from that
page as well.

2 Background: Supersense Tags

WordNet’s supersense categories are the top-level
hypernyms in the taxonomy (sometimes known as
semantic fields) which are designed to be broad
enough to encompass all nouns and verbs (Miller,
1990; Fellbaum, 1990).3

1http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/LexSem/
2Supersense-Tagged Repository of English with a Unified

Semantics for Lexical Expressions
3WordNet synset entries were originally partitioned into

lexicographer files for these coarse categories, which became
known as “supersenses.” The lexname function in WordNet/

The 26 noun and 15 verb supersense categories are
listed with examples in table 1. Some of the names
overlap between the noun and verb inventories, but
they are to be considered separate categories; here-
after, we will distinguish the noun and verb categories
with prefixes, e.g. N:COGNITION vs. V:COGNITION.

Though WordNet synsets are associated with lex-
ical entries, the supersense categories are unlexical-
ized. The N:PERSON category, for instance, contains
synsets for both principal and student. A different
sense of principal falls under N:POSSESSION.

As far as we are aware, the supersenses were
originally intended only as a method of organizing
the WordNet structure. But Ciaramita and Johnson
(2003) pioneered the coarse word sense disambigua-
tion task of supersense tagging, noting that the su-
persense categories provided a natural broadening
of the traditional named entity categories to encom-
pass all nouns. Ciaramita and Altun (2006) later
expanded the task to include all verbs, and applied
a supervised sequence modeling framework adapted
from NER. Evaluation was against manually sense-
tagged data that had been automatically converted to
the coarser supersenses. Similar taggers have since
been built for Italian (Picca et al., 2008) and Chi-
nese (Qiu et al., 2011), both of which have their own
WordNets mapped to English WordNet.

Although many of the annotated expressions in ex-
isting supersense datasets contain multiple words, the
relationship between MWEs and supersenses has not
received much attention. (Piao et al. (2003, 2005) did
investigate MWEs in the context of a lexical tagger
with a finer-grained taxonomy of semantic classes.)
Consider these examples from online reviews:
(1) IT IS NOT A HIGH END STEAK HOUSE

(2) The white pages allowed me to get in touch with
parents of my high school friends so that I could
track people down one by one

HIGH END functions as a unit to mean ‘sophis-
ticated, expensive’. (It is not in WordNet, though

NLTK (Bird et al., 2009) returns a synset’s lexicographer file.
A subtle difference is that a special file called noun.Tops

contains each noun supersense’s root synset (e.g., group.n.01
for N:GROUP) as well as a few miscellaneous synsets, such as
living_thing.n.01, that are too abstract to fall under any single
supersense. Following Ciaramita and Altun (2006), we treat the
latter cases under an N:OTHER supersense category and merge
the former under their respective supersense.
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WordNet:	  Viewed	  as	  a	  graph	  Word Sense Disambiguation: A Survey 10:9

Fig. 3. An excerpt of the WordNet semantic network.

We note that each word sense univocally identifies a single synset. For instance,
given car1

n the corresponding synset {car1
n, auto1

n, automobile1
n, machine4

n, motorcar1
n}

is univocally determined. In Figure 3 we report an excerpt of the WordNet semantic
network containing the car1

n synset. For each synset, WordNet provides the following
information:

—A gloss, that is, a textual definition of the synset possibly with a set of usage examples
(e.g., the gloss of car1

n is “a 4-wheeled motor vehicle; usually propelled by an internal
combustion engine; ‘he needs a car to get to work’ ”).7

—Lexical and semantic relations, which connect pairs of word senses and synsets, re-
spectively: while semantic relations apply to synsets in their entirety (i.e., to all
members of a synset), lexical relations connect word senses included in the respec-
tive synsets. Among the latter we have the following:
—Antonymy: X is an antonym of Y if it expresses the opposite concept (e.g., good1

a is
the antonym of bad1

a). Antonymy holds for all parts of speech.
—Pertainymy: X is an adjective which can be defined as “of or pertaining to” a noun

(or, rarely, another adjective) Y (e.g., dental1
a pertains to tooth1

n).
—Nominalization: a noun X nominalizes a verb Y (e.g., service2

n nominalizes the verb
serve4

v).
Among the semantic relations we have the following:
—Hypernymy (also called kind-of or is-a): Y is a hypernym of X if every X is a (kind

of) Y (motor vehicle1
n is a hypernym of car1

n). Hypernymy holds between pairs of
nominal or verbal synsets.

7Recently, Princeton University released the Princeton WordNet Gloss Corpus, a corpus of manually and
automatically sense-annotated glosses from WordNet 3.0, available from the WordNet Web site.

ACM Computing Surveys, Vol. 41, No. 2, Article 10, Publication date: February 2009.
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is	  a	  (hyponym/hypernym/meronym/holonym)	  of	  
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is	  a	  (hyponym/hypernym/meronym/holonym)	  of	  
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piano1	  
	  

is	  a	  
(hyponym/hypernym)	  

of	  	  
	  

instrument1	  
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piano1	  
	  

is	  a	  
(hyponym/hypernym)	  

of	  	  
	  

instrument1	  
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Word	  Sense	  DisambiguaDon	  (WSD)	  
•  given:	  	  
–  a	  word	  in	  context	  	  
–  a	  fixed	  inventory	  of	  potenDal	  word	  senses	  

•  decide	  which	  sense	  of	  the	  word	  this	  is	  
•  why?	  machine	  translaDon,	  quesDon	  answering,	  
senDment	  analysis,	  text-‐to-‐speech	  

•  what	  set	  of	  senses?	  
– English-‐to-‐Spanish	  machine	  translaDon:	  set	  of	  
Spanish	  translaDons	  

–  text-‐to-‐speech:	  homographs	  like	  bass	  and	  bow	  
–  in	  general:	  the	  senses	  in	  a	  thesaurus	  like	  WordNet	  
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Two	  Variants	  of	  WSD	  Task	  
•  lexical	  sample	  task	  
–  small	  pre-‐selected	  set	  of	  target	  words	  (line,	  plant,	  bass)	  
–  inventory	  of	  senses	  for	  each	  word	  
–  supervised	  learning:	  train	  a	  classifier	  for	  each	  word	  

•  all-‐words	  task	  
–  every	  word	  in	  an	  enDre	  text	  
–  a	  lexicon	  with	  senses	  for	  each	  word	  
–  data	  sparseness:	  can’t	  train	  word-‐specific	  classifiers	  
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8	  Senses	  of	  bass	  in	  WordNet	  
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Inventory	  of	  Sense	  Tags	  for	  bass	  
16.5 • SUPERVISED WORD SENSE DISAMBIGUATION 9

WordNet Spanish Roget
Sense Translation Category Target Word in Context
bass4 lubina FISH/INSECT . . . fish as Pacific salmon and striped bass and. . .
bass4 lubina FISH/INSECT . . . produce filets of smoked bass or sturgeon. . .
bass7 bajo MUSIC . . . exciting jazz bass player since Ray Brown. . .
bass7 bajo MUSIC . . . play bass because he doesn’t have to solo. . .

Figure 16.5 Possible definitions for the inventory of sense tags for bass.

the set of senses are small, supervised machine learning approaches are often used
to handle lexical sample tasks. For each word, a number of corpus instances (con-
text sentences) can be selected and hand-labeled with the correct sense of the target
word in each. Classifier systems can then be trained with these labeled examples.
Unlabeled target words in context can then be labeled using such a trained classifier.
Early work in word sense disambiguation focused solely on lexical sample tasks
of this sort, building word-specific algorithms for disambiguating single words like
line, interest, or plant.

In contrast, in the all-words task, systems are given entire texts and a lexiconall-words
with an inventory of senses for each entry and are required to disambiguate every
content word in the text. The all-words task is similar to part-of-speech tagging, ex-
cept with a much larger set of tags since each lemma has its own set. A consequence
of this larger set of tags is a serious data sparseness problem; it is unlikely that ade-
quate training data for every word in the test set will be available. Moreover, given
the number of polysemous words in reasonably sized lexicons, approaches based on
training one classifier per term are unlikely to be practical.

In the following sections we explore the application of various machine learning
paradigms to word sense disambiguation.

16.5 Supervised Word Sense Disambiguation

If we have data that has been hand-labeled with correct word senses, we can use a
supervised learning approach to the problem of sense disambiguation—extracting
features from the text and training a classifier to assign the correct sense given these
features. The output of training is thus a classifier system capable of assigning sense
labels to unlabeled words in context.

For lexical sample tasks, there are various labeled corpora for individual words;
these corpora consist of context sentences labeled with the correct sense for the tar-
get word. These include the line-hard-serve corpus containing 4,000 sense-tagged
examples of line as a noun, hard as an adjective and serve as a verb (Leacock et al.,
1993), and the interest corpus with 2,369 sense-tagged examples of interest as a
noun (Bruce and Wiebe, 1994). The SENSEVAL project has also produced a num-
ber of such sense-labeled lexical sample corpora (SENSEVAL-1 with 34 words from
the HECTOR lexicon and corpus (Kilgarriff and Rosenzweig 2000, Atkins 1993),
SENSEVAL-2 and -3 with 73 and 57 target words, respectively (Palmer et al. 2001,
Kilgarriff 2001).

For training all-word disambiguation tasks we use a semantic concordance,semantic
concordance

a corpus in which each open-class word in each sentence is labeled with its word
sense from a specific dictionary or thesaurus. One commonly used corpus is Sem-
Cor, a subset of the Brown Corpus consisting of over 234,000 words that were man-
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WSD	  EvaluaDon	  and	  Baselines	  

•  best	  evaluaDon:	  extrinsic	  (“task-‐based”)	  
– embed	  WSD	  in	  a	  task	  and	  see	  if	  it	  helps!	  

•  intrinsic	  evaluaDon	  o`en	  done	  for	  convenience	  

•  strong	  baseline:	  most	  frequent	  sense	  
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Most	  Frequent	  Sense	  
•  WordNet	  senses	  are	  ordered	  by	  frequency	  
•  most	  frequent	  is	  first	  
•  sense	  frequencies	  come	  from	  SemCor	  corpus	  
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Performance	  Ceiling	  
•  human	  inter-‐annotator	  agreement	  
–  compare	  annotaDons	  of	  two	  humans	  on	  same	  data,	  given	  
same	  tagging	  guidelines	  

•  human	  agreements	  on	  all-‐words	  corpora	  with	  
WordNet	  style	  senses:	  75%-‐80%	  	  
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Training	  Data	  for	  WSD	  
•  seman5c	  concordance:	  corpus	  in	  which	  each	  
open-‐class	  word	  is	  labeled	  with	  a	  sense	  from	  a	  
specific	  dicDonary/thesaurus	  
– SemCor:	  234,000	  words	  from	  Brown	  Corpus,	  
manually	  tagged	  with	  WordNet	  senses	  

– SENSEVAL-‐3	  compeDDon	  corpora:	  2081	  tagged	  
word	  tokens	  
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Features	  for	  WSD?	  
IntuiDon	  from	  Warren	  Weaver	  (1955):	  



Features	  for	  WSD?	  
IntuiDon	  from	  Warren	  Weaver	  (1955):	  

“If	  one	  examines	  the	  words	  in	  a	  book,	  one	  at	  a	  
Dme	  as	  through	  an	  opaque	  mask	  with	  a	  hole	  in	  it	  
one	  word	  wide,	  then	  it	  is	  obviously	  impossible	  to	  
determine…	  the	  meaning	  of	  the	  words…	  	  
	  
But	  if	  one	  lengthens	  the	  slit	  in	  the	  opaque	  mask,	  
unDl	  one	  can	  see	  not	  only	  the	  central	  word	  in	  	  

J&M/SLP3	  

quesDon	  but	  also	  say	  N	  words	  on	  either	  side,	  then	  if	  N	  is	  large	  
enough	  one	  can	  unambiguously	  decide	  the	  meaning	  of	  the	  
central	  word…	  	  
	  
‘What	  minimum	  value	  of	  N	  will…	  lead	  to	  the	  correct	  choice	  of	  
meaning	  for	  the	  central	  word?’”	  



Example	  
•  using	  a	  window	  of	  +/-‐	  3	  from	  the	  target:	  

An	  electric	  guitar	  and	  bass	  player	  stand	  off	  to	  
one	  side	  not	  really	  part	  of	  the	  scene	  
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Semi-‐Supervised	  Learning	  
problem:	  supervised	  learning	  requires	  large	  
hand-‐built	  resources	  

what	  if	  you	  don’t	  have	  much	  training	  data?	  

	  
solu5on:	  bootstrapping	  

generalize	  from	  a	  very	  small	  hand-‐labeled	  seed	  set	  
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Bootstrapping	  
•  “one	  sense	  per	  collocaDon”	  heurisDc:	  
– a	  word	  reoccurring	  in	  collocaDon	  with	  the	  same	  
word	  will	  almost	  surely	  have	  the	  same	  sense	  

•  For	  bass:	  
– play	  occurs	  with	  the	  music	  sense	  of	  bass	  	  
– fish	  occurs	  with	  the	  fish	  sense	  of	  bass	  
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Sentences	  extracted	  using	  fish	  and	  play	  

16 CHAPTER 16 • COMPUTING WITH WORD SENSES
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Figure 16.9 The Yarowsky algorithm disambiguating “plant” at two stages; “?” indicates an unlabeled ob-
servation, A and B are observations labeled as SENSE-A or SENSE-B. The initial stage (a) shows only seed
sentences L0 labeled by collocates (“life” and “manufacturing”). An intermediate stage is shown in (b) where
more collocates have been discovered (“equipment”, “microscopic”, etc.) and more instances in V0 have been
moved into L1, leaving a smaller unlabeled set V1. Figure adapted from Yarowsky (1995).

We need more good teachers – right now, there are only a half a dozen who can play
the free bass with ease.

An electric guitar and bass player stand off to one side, not really part of the scene, just
as a sort of nod to gringo expectations perhaps.
The researchers said the worms spend part of their life cycle in such fish as Pacific
salmon and striped bass and Pacific rockfish or snapper.

And it all started when fishermen decided the striped bass in Lake Mead were too
skinny.

Figure 16.10 Samples of bass sentences extracted from the WSJ by using the simple cor-
relates play and fish.

strongly associated with the target senses tend not to occur with the other sense.
Yarowsky defines his seedset by choosing a single collocation for each sense.

For example, to generate seed sentences for the fish and musical musical senses
of bass, we might come up with fish as a reasonable indicator of bass1 and play as
a reasonable indicator of bass2. Figure 16.10 shows a partial result of such a search
for the strings “fish” and “play” in a corpus of bass examples drawn from the WSJ.

The original Yarowsky algorithm also makes use of a second heuristic, called
one sense per discourse, based on the work of Gale et al. (1992b), who noticed thatone sense per

discourse
a particular word appearing multiple times in a text or discourse often appeared with
the same sense. This heuristic seems to hold better for coarse-grained senses and
particularly for cases of homonymy rather than polysemy (Krovetz, 1998).

Nonetheless, it is still useful in a number of sense disambiguation situations. In
fact, the one sense per discourse heuristic is an important one throughout language
processing as it seems that many disambiguation tasks may be improved by a bias
toward resolving an ambiguity the same way inside a discourse segment.
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Bootstrapping	  
•  “one	  sense	  per	  collocaDon”	  heurisDc:	  
– a	  word	  reoccurring	  in	  collocaDon	  with	  the	  same	  
word	  will	  almost	  surely	  have	  the	  same	  sense	  

•  “one	  sense	  per	  discourse”	  heurisDc:	  
–  sense	  of	  a	  word	  is	  highly	  consistent	  within	  a	  

document	  (Yarowsky,	  1995)	  
–  especially	  topic-‐specific	  words	  
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Stages	  in	  Yarowsky	  bootstrapping	  
algorithm	  for	  plant	  
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ExcepDons	  
•  ExcepDons	  to	  one	  sense	  per	  collocaDon?	  
– wedding	  band	  

•  ExcepDons	  to	  one	  sense	  per	  discourse?	  
– “I’m	  going	  to	  rest	  for	  the	  rest	  of	  the	  day.”	  
– “Last	  year	  was	  his	  last	  year.”	  
– “Those	  plants	  generate	  so	  much	  polluDon	  that	  no	  
plants	  grow	  within	  a	  hundred	  feet.”	  
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Summary	  

•  word	  sense	  disambiguaDon:	  choosing	  correct	  
sense	  in	  context	  

•  applicaDons:	  MT,	  QA,	  etc.	  
•  main	  intuiDon:	  	  
–  lots	  of	  informaDon	  in	  a	  word’s	  context	  
– simple	  algorithms	  based	  on	  word	  counts	  can	  be	  
surprisingly	  good	  
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